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1
GGEP

Line (to) Action

Current Text

Proposed Amendment

16

add

2

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

18

add

3

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

22

23

replace

Authors and artists are the prime movers of
cultural works and values in our society. The
commercial exploitation of their works is a way
for them to make a living. At present, these
systems, whether digital or analogue, are for the
most part still being operated by those who
have traditionally exploited creative works, for
example publishing houses or broadcasters. In
the digital capitalism, the antagonism between
capital and labour still applies accordingly in the
cultural and media industries.
Authors and artists are the prime movers of
cultural works in our society. In order to earn a
living, they need their works to be exploited, and
are therefore dependent on economically viable
distribution channels. At present, these systems,
whether digital or analog, are for the most part
still being operated by those who have
traditionally exploited creative works, for
example publishing houses or broadcasters.The
antagonism between capital and labour
accordingly still applies in the cultural and
media industries.
But to safeguard digital rights we need the However, the entire global community needs to
intervention by national states as well as the take on the responsibility of safeguarding digital
European Union.
rights.

5

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

29

29

delete

In the near future we will be able to In future we will be able to provide internet
provide internet access to every human on access to every human on the planet.
the planet.

Explanation/Comment

CAS decision
Compromise accepted to add to line 49:
"Creators, authors and artists are the
prime movers of cultural works in our
society.The commercial exploitation of
their works is a way for them to make a
living. At present, these systems, whether
digital or analog, are for the most part
still being operated by those who have
traditionally exploited creative works, for
example
publishing
houses
or
broadcasters. The antagonism between
capital and labour accordingly still applies
in the cultural and media industries."

Compromise adopted: "But to safeguard
digital rights we need the intervention by
national states, the European Union and
the entire global community."
withdrawn
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Digital commons such as Wikipedia or Linux Compared to the industrial era, digital
enable radically different forms of commons, such as Wikipedia or Linux, resting
organisation, compared to the industrial era. on open and collaborative models,
enable radically different forms of organisation
and work.
Digital commons such as Wikipedia or Digital commons have enabled radically
Linux enable radically different forms of different forms of organisation and
organisation, compared to the industrial era. production as compared to the industrial
era.

6

GGEP

32

33

replace

7

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

32

33

replace

8

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

36

37

9

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

43

10

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

47

48

11

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

90

91

move
to The European Greens want to take a leading
line 17
role in building and strengthening digital
commons and enabling all people to take
part in digital society.
replace
The internet has become a new public sphere, By revolutionizing the speed at which people
where issues of the day are discussed.
can communicate, interact learn and work, the
internet has completely changed the public
sphere.
replace
We recognize that the internet functions as a While we recognize that the internet functions
“digital internal market. But as as a place of immeasurable freedom,
Greens, we stress that free trade in this we Greens stress the importance of civil
new market must respect consumer and consumer rights in this global
rights, author rights, and civil network.
rights.
add
Access for all must be guaranteed by the Free and open access for all must be
public authorities and based on public law, guaranteed by the public authorities and based
transparent and accountable to our on public law, transparent and accountable to
democratic institutions.
our democratic institutions.

Compromise adopted "Compared to the
industrial era, digital commons, such as
Wikipedia or Linux, resting on open and
collaborative models, enable radically
different
forms
of
organisation,
production and work."

accepted

accepted

compromise accepted: "We recognize
that there is a “digital internal market".
But as Greens, we stress that free trade
in this market must respect consumer
rights and civil rights."
accepted
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12

13

Bündnis 96
90/Die
Grünen

Ecolo

104

185 replace

add

see proposed text in Annex 1

Replace
the
entire accepted
structure from
“Net neutrality, Free
Access, Access for all,
and Platform neutrality”
to
“Free Access for All,
Digital Neutrality and
Green IT”

While the majority of
this
section
is
rearranging the present
information, there are
also
additions
and
corrections.
Search engine neutrality. When we want to Following a discussion in Compromise agreed: "We as greens
know something, we "google" it.When we want the working group. The consider that an ideal search engine
to find somebody or some place, we "google" it. text about digital rights is should be:
When we want to find opinions, we "google" it. interesting
but
not - Neutral without exclusion of any
Good or bad, the ubiquity of Google as the concrete about Google and information except when decided by a
place to search for almost everything is a fact. about the importance of court with due respect to human rights.
Technically, a private American company can search engines.
- Transparent by informing the citizens
decide tomorrow that each of us becomes
about the ways used to select and
practically invisible or totally visible. It can also
classify the information. It means to
decide about the context (bad or good) of our
inform about which criteria make the
appearances.
information more or less relevant:
We as greens consider that an ideal search
number of occurrences number of
engine should be:
consultations, number of links... Multiple
- Neutral without exclusion of privilege
by allowing users to choose to benefit or
(advertise-ment) for any information except
not from technological progressions."
when decided by a court with due respect to
human rights (see below right to data
protection).
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by allowing users to choose to benefit or
not from technological progressions."

14

Multiple by allowing users to choose to benefit
or not from technological progressions. On the
short term it means for example the possibility
to take in consideration the interests and past
searches of the user, the possibility to take other
aspects in consideration such as the place, date,
context of the serach, the possibility to correct
the questions asked (spelling mistakes…). On
the long term, it could mean among other things
the possibility to search by talking or thinking. Respecting the right to be anonymous (see
below right to be anonymous). - A public service
managed at a world level (for example the
UNESCO). This public service should coexist
with other groups and companies owning
search engines and respecting the same
principles.
impart
typo

GroenLin 108
ks
Miljöparti 121
et
de
Gröna
GroenLin 123
ks

replace

impact

add

19

Groen

add

Crime must be prevented by criminal This is an important point accepted
investigations that lead to prosecutions. Filtering to make.
is not an effective tool to fight crime.
this useless law
these useless laws
language; the sentence already incorporated in AM 12
refers to laws in France,
UK and Finland in the
previous paragraph
Control, if necessary, should not be left to Control, if necessary, should not be left to
accepted
private shareholders.
private shareholders, and never take the
form of preventive measures, such as
filtering.

20

GroenLin 131
ks

17
18

129

replace

replace to The preferential routing of certain data from
line
98 a few large enterprises undermines
after
democratic principles and hinders free
"networks" competition

accepted

It’s
about
network accepted
neutrality and not about
DPI.
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23

Groen

171

25

GroenLin 191
ks

replace

wishful demands from

various forms of data grabbing by

26

GroenLin 197
ks

replace

or with far less use of personal data

First and foremost we as greens advocate the We prefer a stronger accepted
reduction of the amount of personal data formulation on this point
required and stored by government agencies because the reduction of
and companies as well as the duration of the data fits in a more general
storage.
green
profile. Greens
prefer quality, security and
responsibility in general
above quantity, also in the
digital world.

27

GroenLin 204 208 replace
ks

29

GroenLin 242
ks

Add

Information stored in the cloud by users should to be more clear about the accepted
be accessible to them at all times. The fight protection of privacy
against illegal content may never come at the
expense of legal content.

31

Groen

add

Allowing the storage of personal data can no
longer be a condition for users to obtain access
to a service. Service providers should, in that
context, offer the possibility to use the service
after agreeing with the terms and conditions,
while offering personal data storage as an
option rather than a precondition for use.

249

add

In any case, the right to share materials for
educational and non-commercial purposes
cannot be limited by private stakeholders.

withdrawn

language; wishful has a accepted
positive connotation

Coupling of services to the acceptance of Privacy and license agreements of services are Language
privacy and license agreements that are to often too long and too complex to read and
long to be read and grant companies the understand. It’s not fair that they grant
rights to use user content as they see fit are companies the rights to use user content as
not fair, especially since users…
they like it, especially since users etc.

accepted

accepted
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34

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

35

GroenLin 307
ks

add

37

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

replace

38

Bündnis 328
add
90/Die
Grünen
Bündnis 328 329 replace
90/Die
Grünen

39

40
41

295 298 replace

322

GroenLin 332
ks
GroenLin 340
ks

add
add a new
point

It is important that a citizen can have It is important that citizens are allowed to
Compromise accepted: "It is important
anonymous contact with government make anonymous contact with government
that citizens are allowed to make
agencies, for giving anonymous tips to agencies, for example providing tips to the
anonymous contact with government
the police for example. However, police. Additionally, governments should use
agencies. Additionally, governments should
government should use the best technical the best technical means to guarantee that
use the best technical means to
means to guarantee that such contact really such contact truly is anonymous, for
guarantee that such contact truly is
is anonymous, by providing services through example
providing
services
through
anonymous, for example providing
anonymization networks for example.
anonymization networks. There is also a
services through anonymization networks.
need to protect 'whistleblowers' by
There is also a need to protect
law.
'whistleblowers' by law."
We also strongly support creating online We also strongly support creating online We should not be blind to withdrawn
payment systems that do not provide any payment systems that do not provide any the fact that anonymous
information about the sender to the recipient. information about the sender to the recipient cash transactions can
within the confines of legislation favour money laundering.
against money laundering.
This is very hard, and often not a The construction of a secure and
priority for commercial companies.
resilient IT-System is a difficult task
and usually not a priority for commercial
companies.
computers and software are as safe.
“computers, software, and services are as
safe.”

accepted

They should work together with These agencies should work with
academia to ensure that the best academia in order to ensure that the best
practices are adopted, as well as projects are adopted. Also they
directly working with open source should directly work with open source,
software projects.
rather than proprietary, software
projects
to
increase
both
participation and transparency.
introduce
introduced
Language

Compromise accepted: "These agencies
should work together with academia in
order to ensure that the best practices
are adopted. Also they should directly
working with open source software
projects to increase both participation
and transparency."
accepted

2. Reduction of the amount of personal data
required and stored by government agencies
and companies as well as the length of the
storage

accepted

accepted
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42

Miljöparti 353 354 replace
et
de
Gröna

8. Rejection of police powers to break into 8. Rejection of police powers to break into Sometimes a search with Compromise accepted: "Rejection of
computers,
install
spyware, search computers,
perform
warantless av warrant is a good thing. police powers to break into computers,
computers and destroy data.
searches, install spyware and destroy data.
perform warantless or secret searches,
install spyware and destroy data."


43

GroenLin 359
ks

replace

Guaranteeing to users
resilient IT systems

45

Groen

395

add

creative commons

46

Groen

398 399 add

47

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

409

49

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

437 440 delete

delete

secure and Incentives for secure and resilient IT It’s
impossible
to accepted
systems
guarantee security; users
keep
their
own
responsibility in buying and
using IT
non commercial creative commons
withdrawn

We support the free open access and re-use We support the free open access and re-use of
of data produced or collected by or through data fully produced or collected by or through
the financing of government agencies and the complete financing of government
public institutions…
agencies and public institutions …
But the open source movement has shown But the open source movement has shown that
that world class software can be developed world class software can be developed out in
out in the open, with successes such as the open.
Firefox and Linux.
Everyone shall have the right to freely share
and copy information, for non commercial
purposes, provided the creator's right of
attribution is respected. Non-commercial
private use of copyrighted material should be
legalized at the EU level while Three-strike
types should be repealed where they exist in
Europe.

withdrawn

Compromise accepted: "But the open
source movement has shown that world
class software can be developed out in
the open, with successes such as Linux."
Accepted to delete: "Everyone shall have
the right to freely share and copy
information, for
non commercial
purposes, provided the creator's right of
attribution is respected. "
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50

Vihreät - 437 442 delete
De Gröna

• Non-commercial private use. Everyone shall
have the right to freely share and copy
information, for non commercial purposes,
provided the creator’s right of attribution is
respected. Non-commercial private use of
copyrighted material should be legalized at
the EU level while Three-strike type of laws
should be repealed where they exist in
Europe. While contexts differ according to
countries, EU legislations should allow
European countries to adopt flat rate and
other global licenses schemes.

51

GGEP

Non-commercial private use of copyrighted
material should be legalized at the EU level,
while Three-strike type of laws should be
repealed where they exist in Europe.

437

The idea of permitting non- withdrawn
commercial
private
sharing & copying & using
is a slippery slope. First,
the boundaries between
"non-commercial"
and
"commercial" are often
vague: for example, files
may be shared at websites
which are funded by
commercial
advertisements. Second,
legalizing the copying and
sharing of copyrighted
material presents a serious
threat to the livelihood of
millions of people globally.

Non-commercial private use of copyrighted
material should be legalized at the EU level.
The difference between "noncommercial" and "commercial" shall
be defined as follows: If content,
protected by authors' rights, is being
offered directly on an internet site,
which acquires revenues to a nonnegligible degree through donations,
for
example
via
membership
contributions, through payments by
clients or via advertisement or
advertisement through links to other
homepages, such an activity shall be
considered to be commercial. Threestrike type of laws should be repealed where
they exist in Europe.

Compromise accepted: "Non-commercial
private use of copyrighted material
should be legalized at the EU level. The
difference between "non-commercial"
and "commercial" shall be defined as
follows: If content, protected by authors'
rights, is being offered directly on an
internet site, which acquires revenues to
a
non-negligible
degree
through
donations, for example via membership
contributions, through payments by
clients or via advertisement or
advertisement through links to other
homepages, such an activity shall be
considered to be commercial.Three-strike
type of laws should be repealed where
they exist in Europe. "
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52

Bündnis 443 448 replace
90/Die
Grünen

The right to quote and remix. Increasingly The right to quote and remix for private
restrictive copyright legislations and use (non-commercial). Increasingly
practices are becoming a major obstacle restrictive copyright legislation and practices
to musicians, filmmakers and other artists are becoming a major obstacle to musicians,
who want to create new works reusing filmmakers, and other artists who want to
parts of existing works.The right to quote create new works by reusing parts of
(to reproduce a part of a work with the existing works. The right to quote (to
indication of the name of the author of reproduce a part of a work with the
material already made public) should be indication of the name of the author of
permitted in all Member states, whether material already made public) should be
it is for scientific, educational, permitted in all member states for noninformational, creative or any commercial use.
other purpose.

53

Groen

447 448 delete

54

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

448 455 delete

Member states, whether it is for scientific, Member states, whether it is for scientific,
educational, informational, creative or any educational, informational or creative purpose.
other purpose.
The treatment of sites providing directories of
links associated with the partial reproduction
of contents should be based on a
modernization of the right of quotation and
the suppression of the sui-generis database
protection defined in directive 96/9/EC.
Hyperlink can never be subject to copyright
law. Clear exceptions and limitations are
needed to allow remixes and parodies, as well
as quotation rights for sound and audio visual
material modelled after the existing quotation
rights of text. Any sensible copyright legislation
should contain some form of fair use clauses,
which are necessary for cultural conversations
and to allow satire and critics, but also
sampling and remix culture.

55

GroenLin 456
ks

Exceptions to copyright for educational Exceptions
to
copyright
for
non- Language
and
research
non-commercial commercial education and research
purposes should exist …
should exist …

Compromise accepted: " The right to
quote and remix.
Increasingly
restrictive copyright legislation and
practices are becoming a major
obstacle to musicians, filmmakers, and
other artists who want to create new
works by reusing parts of existing
works. Remixes should be
facilitated. The right to quote (to
reproduce a part of a work with the
indication of the name of the author
of material already made public)
should be permitted in all member
states."
withdrawn
withdrawn

accepted
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56

Vihreät - 476 482 delete
De Gröna

Registration of copyrighted work. In order to
facilitate authors’ remuneration and to avoid
the orphan works, within a time frame of 5
years after the production of a piece of work,
registration should be compulsory for authors
to enjoy commercial exclusivity. Unregistered
work would fall in the public domain after 5
years. Registration should be free of charge.
Works or copies of works should also be
made accessible to the public after the
expiration of the extended term of protection.
This will facilitate licensing procedures and
innovation of services that are based upon
such content.

The idea of renewing the Compromise accepted to replace current
registration of copyrighted text lines 476-488: "The copyright
material every five years is protection time has been increased over
a
very
complicated the last decades to 70 years after death
process. In principle, to of the author.This is disproportionally
force individuals to renew longand doesn't serve it's purpose (to
their rights to their own help authors to create and live fromtheir
work is questionable. Also, work).Therefore it should be shortened.
the 5-years-cycle is too In order to facilitate the identification of
short – imagine individuals authors and their remuneration and to
in stressing life situtations, avoid orphans works we will review
who might just forget possibilities for a transparent system of
about registration and registration of authors and their works.
loose their rights and so Registration and procedures to oppose,
also their rights-based should be simple, easy and freeof charge.
revenues. This kind of This will facilitate licensing procedures
registration
information and innovation ofservices built upon such
system, that would be content."
reliable would also be an
excercise too complicated
to be suggested.

Miljöparti
et
de
Gröna

57
58

GroenLin 477
ks
Groen
479

replace

production

publication

add

Registration should be free of charge.

Registration should be simple, easy and
free of charge. Procedures to oppose
registrations should also be simple,
easy and free of charge.

This is a bureacratic and
controversial
proposal.
Authors will be angry, and
it also removes peoples
copyright to their own
email, blogposts, and
computer programs.
more practical
withdrawn
withdrawn
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59

GGEP

482

60

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

486 488 replace

61

Vihreät - 487 488 replace
De Gröna

62

Miljöparti 487 488 replace
et
de
Gröna
Groen
488
replace

63

add after
line 482

Besides, works could be placed by default under
a regime similar to a Creative Commons license,
except when their author would opt for the
classical model of copyright. To prevent the risk
of undesired commercial exploitation or possible
appropriation, the license could permit reuse
but submit commercial exploitation to an
authorization.
Today's copyright protection time – life plus The issue of copyright protection time is a
70 years – is absurd and doesn't serve its delicate one, since, as has been stressed earlier
purpose (to help authors to create and live and a concrete way to shorten the protection
from their work). Therefore it should be time has to be discussed.
brought back to 20 years after registration.
Therefore it should be brought back to 20 Therefore it should be brought back to cover The amendment ensures
years after registration.
the lifetime of the author.
what is said in the text: to
help authors to create and
live from their work, which
would not happen with 20
years of rights. The
creators of works, be it
music, comics or movies
etc, should be able to
enjoy the first success, a
late-bloomer of an early
work also as elderly
people, as very often
seems to be the case.
Therefore it should be brought back to Therefore it should be reduced to life + Less bureacratic without
20 years after registration.
20 years.
registration, and a lot less
controversial.
… back to 20 years and as long as the … lives, extensible with another 20 years and
author lives.
as long as the author lives.

withdrawn

withdrawn

withdrawn

withdrawn
withdrawn
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64

GGEP

519

add after
'managem
ent'

65

GGEP

519 521

66

GGEP

522 523 delete

67

GGEP

527 528 replace

Collective rights management, when properly
functioning, is the most effective way for authors
to benefit the licensing of their rights. To
preserve this role there is an urgent need to
reform collective rights management. While the
importance of collective right management as a
principle is obvious, in recent years, many
concerns and criticism have been raised by both
rightholders and users on the functioning of
collective management societies, calling for
better management and efficiency, improved
transparency on tariffs, revenue distribution and
accounting practices as well as better
governance. (...)
The obligatory intermediation of a collective On one hand, collective rights management
management organisation should be excluded should not prevent the possibility for authors to
in the case of the Internet. Collective rights rely on independent management or
management should not exclude independent management through commercial agents. On
management (including granting free licenses). the other hand, commercial agents engaging in
the management of authors' rights should have
to apply transparency rules in order to allow fair
competition.
Legal monopolies for collecting societies
should never be possible.
Collecting societies should not be allowed to As Greens we would like to give more flexibility
prevent authors from using free licenses.
to authors in the management of their rights.
For instance, we believe they should have the
right to grant free licences for the use of their
works and rights, provided that when they do
they inform in due time the collective
management organisations authorised to
manage the rights of such works that a free
license has been granted.

accepted

accepted

accepted
accepted
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68

GGEP

529 530 replace

69

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

519 532 replace

Non-attributable money should be managed Where the amounts due to rightholders cannot
by public authorities dedicated to culture for be distributed after three years they should
the promoting of creativity and creation.
either be redistributed by the collective
management organisation to its members, or
attributed to cultural and social funds targeting
artists and the promotion of young artists under
the control of Member States or under the
control of members of collective management
organisations making decision at the general
meeting.
Reform of collective rights management. The Reform of collective management. Collective
obligatory intermediation of a collective rights management, when properly functioning,
management organisation should be excluded is the most effective way for rights licensing to
in the case of the internet. Collective rights benefit rightholders.To preserve this role there is
management should not be able at any time an urgent need to reform collective rights
to revoke the mandate given to a collecting management.While the importance of collective
society. Legal monopolies for collecting right management as a principle is obvious, in
societies should never be possible. Authors recent years, more concerns and criticism have
should be free to become a member of any been raised by both rightholders and users on
collecting society, irrelevantly of the country of the functioning of Collective management
settlement and the citiyenship. An author societies, calling for better management and
should be allowed to reigster different works efficiency, improved transparency on tariffs,
with different collecting societies, as well as to revenue distribution and accounting practices as
leave other works unregistered.
well as better governance.

accepted

withdrawn
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70

GGEP

532

71

Miljöparti 576 577 replace
et
de
Gröna

72

Groen

577

add

add

A collecting society should not be allowed to As Greens we would like to give even more
collect money for a work that was not flexibility to rightholders in the management of
registered with it. Collecting societies should the rights. Rightholders shall have the right to
not be allowed to prevent authors from using grant free licences of their works and rights. In
free licenses. Each member of a collection this case, rightholders shall inform in due time
society should have a right to vote during the the collective management organisations
general assembly. Non-attributiable money authorised to manage the rights of such works
should be managed by public authorities that such a free license has been granted.
dedicated to culture for the promoting of Collective management societies should provide
creativity and creation. Data about the accurate repertory information, in particular for
collected and redistributed sums, as well as works falling into the Public Domain. Collective
the fees applied by a collecting society must management societies should ensure that the
be of compulsory publication and auditable by information in respect of the works whose term
representatives of authors, artists, consumers of protection terminates is accurate and
and users.
regularly updated, in order to exempt such
works from licensing and avoid claims to be
enforced by collective management societies in
that regard.
Collective management societies should provide
accurate repertory information, including for
works falling into the Public Domain.
Information in respect of the works whose term
of protection terminates should be accurate and
regularly updated, in order to exempt such
works from licensing and avoid claims on such
works to be enforced by collective management
societies.
Enforcement of copyright, patents and other Enforcement of copyright, patents and other Small
business
“Intellectual property rights” should be limited “Intellectual property rights” should be limited individuals should
to large-scale commercial violation.
to commercial violation.
have protection for
rights. Not only
companies.
Enforcement of copyright ...

Criminal enforcement of copyright ...

accepted

and accepted
also
their
large
withdrawn
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73

Vihreät - 576 577 delete
De Gröna

Enforcement of copyright, patents and other
“Intellectual property rights” should be limited
to large-scale commercial violation.

74

Vihreät - 586 588 delete
De Gröna

Downloading should be decriminalised and
private sharing should be legalised.
Prosecution of copyright violations should be
directed against people that actually make
money from piracy.

75

GroenLin 598
ks

add

76

GroenLin
ks
Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen
GroenLin
ks
B90/Die
Grünen

599

add

613

replace

630

delete

77
78
79

632 642 delete

While chasing kids for withdrawn
copyright violations done in
misunderstanding
is
questionable, limiting the
enforcement to "largescale violations" is too
vague. A possibility to
enforce all kinds of
violations
must
be
preserved when necessary.

Legalizing private sharing Compromise accepted: "Downloading
and illegal downloading of copyright protected work should be legal
copyrighted
material everywhere. Instead of criminalisation of
presents a serious threat non-commercial
private
small-scale
to livelihood of millions of sharing of copyright protected work the
people globally.
focus should be on prosecution of
copyright violations committed by people
and companies that actually make
money
from
sharing
without
compensation for authors and artists."
Open standards as useful for innovation … Open standards as useful for innovation, easy Open standards stimulate accepted
collaboration and competition …
also collaboration and
fruitful competition
Innovation driven by the needs of society and Innovation driven by the needs of society and Innovation driven by the accepted
not by the market, …
not only by the market, ...
market is not always bad
Digital Democracy in and outside the EU
Strengthening the Digital Community Inside and
Compromise accepted: "Strengthening
Outside of the EU
the Digital Democracy and Community
Inside and Outside of the EU"
But
Language
accepted
Compromise accepted: "To favour better
To favour better democratic participation
democratic participation through new
through new technologies secure e-voting
technologies secure e-voting should be
should be investigated only as an alternative
investigated only as an alternative option for
option for voting. Criteria of security (control
voting.Trust in the outcome of an election
of electronic means of total amount of voters,
should never be based on faith in
identity management, anonymization, means
organizational procedures alone, but always
of re-count (for example through a paper
needs to be backed up by universally
trail) and verifying the correct outcome of the
understandable, transparent and replicable
vote) widely depend on transparency and the
procedures, in the same way voting by pencil
is. Any electronic alternative to traditional
trust citizens have in the organisational
Amendments	
  
o	
  tany
he	
  case,
draft	
  
olicy	
  paper	
  "Green	
  views	
  on	
  Digital	
  rights	
  and	
  Digital	
  commons"	
  
voting needs to show positively before
authority
behind e-voting.tIn
it pmust
adoption that it is immune to large-scale
15
never be the only avenue to vote: everyone
fraud and impact assessments need to be
has the right to opt out. For e-voting,
made in public and in advance,
differentiate between state organised voting

80

GGEP

632 642 replace

81

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

645 647 replace

82

GroenLins 652

To favour better democratic participation
through new technologies secure e-voting
should be investigated only as an alternative
option for voting. Criteria of security (control Trust in the outcome of an election should never
of electronic means of total amount of voters, be based on faith in organizational procedures
identity management, anonymization, means alone, but always needs to be backed up by
understandable, transparent and
of re-count (for example through a paper universally
trail) and verifying the correct outcome of the replicable procedures, in the same way voting by
vote) widely depend on transparency and the pencil is. Any electronic alternative to traditional
trust citizens have in the organisational voting needs to show positively before adoption
authority behind e-voting. In any case, it must that it is immune to large-scale fraud and
never be the only avenue to vote: everyone impact assessments need to be made in public
has the right to opt out. For e-voting, and in advance, so vulnerabilities and risks can
differentiate between state organised voting be assessed and addressed before the vote
(elections, ECI, …) and political parties or takes place. Up to now, academic research
that
there
are
other organisations. The bigger the impact of demonstrated
the vote, the higher the threshold for fundamental complications that cannot be fixed
verifiability etc are.We are not convinced that and that make it impossible to organize free,
all relevant criteria can be met as regards secure, transparent, secret and anonymous
crucial votes (such as national elections) voting through the internet or in many cases
within the next few years. Paper trail should through voting computers. However, to favour
be created and available in case a recount is better democratic participation it is worthwhile
to investigate ways to use technological
necessary.
advances in other environments of decision
making. For instance, electronic counting of
votes can sometimes improve the accuracy as
well as accountability of voting processes and
can be cost effective. Electronic voting can in the
long run gain credibility only if at all times a
manual recount of the votes can be easily and
swiftly organized (i.e. through a paper trail).

Compromise accepted: "To favour better
democratic participation through new
technologies secure e-voting should be
investigated only as an alternative option for
voting.Trust in the outcome of an election
should never be based on faith in
organizational procedures alone, but always
needs to be backed up by universally
understandable, transparent and replicable
procedures, in the same way voting by pencil
is. Any electronic alternative to traditional
voting needs to show positively before
adoption that it is immune to large-scale
fraud and impact assessments need to be
made in public and in advance,
so vulnerabilities and risks can be assessed
and addressed before the vote takes place.
Up to now, academic research demonstrated
that there are fundamental complications
that cannot be fixed and that make it
impossible to organize free, secure,
transparent, secret and anonymous voting
through the internet or in many cases through
voting computers. However, to favour better
democratic participation it is worthwhile to
investigate ways to use technological
advances in other environments of decision
making. For instance, electronic counting of
votes can sometimes improve the accuracy as
well as accountability of voting processes and
can be cost effective. Electronic voting can in
the long run gain credibility only if at all times
a manual recount of the votes can be easily
and swiftly organized (i.e. through a paper
trail)."

As digital technologies give us access to
augmented reality, we can talk about liquid
democracy for citizens, that is to say new
opportunities, speed, facilities for participation
and more flow between representative
democracy and participative democracy
practices.
prepare

accepted

As digital technologies continue to revolutionize
communication, we can talk about increased
participation for citizens, meaning new
opportunities to combine representative and
participative democracy practices.
ensure

Language

accepted
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VOTE ON highlight: " The right to quote
and
remix.
Increasingly
restrictive
copyright legislation and practices are
becoming a major obstacle to musicians,
filmmakers, and other artists who want to
create new works by reusing parts of
existing works. We want the right to
remix for at least non-commercial
usage. The right to quote (to reproduce
a part of a work with the indication of the
name of the author of material already
made public) should be permitted in all
member states."
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